Wireless sensor networks require communication protocols for efficiently propagating data in a distributed fashion. The Trickle algorithm is a popular protocol serving as the basis for many of the current standard communication protocols. In this paper we develop a mathematical model describing how Trickle propagates new data across a network consisting of nodes placed on a line. The model is analyzed and asymptotic results on the hop count and end-to-end delay distributions in terms of the Trickle parameters and network density are given. Additionally, we show that by only a small modification of the Trickle algorithm the expected end-to-end delay can be greatly decreased. Lastly, we demonstrate how one can derive the exact hop count and end-to-end delay distributions for small network sizes.
Algorithm Description
The algorithm has four parameters:
• A threshold value k, called the redundancy constant.
• The maximum interval size τ h .
• The minimum interval size τ l .
• The listen-only parameter η ≤ Furthermore, each node in the network has its own timer and keeps track of three variables:
• The current interval size τ .
• A counter c, counting the number of messages heard during an interval.
• A broadcasting time t during the current interval.
The behavior of each node is described by the following set of rules:
1. At the start of a new interval a node resets its timer and counter c and, if τ = τ l , sets t to a value in [ητ, τ ] at random, otherwise in [ 1 2 τ, τ ] at random. 2. When a node hears a message that is consistent with the information it has, it increments c by 1.
3. When a node's timer hits time t, the node broadcasts its message, if c < k.
4. When a node's timer hits time τ , it doubles its interval size τ up to τ h and starts a new interval. 5 . When a node hears a message that is inconsistent with its own information, then if τ > τ l it sets τ to τ l and starts a new interval, otherwise it does nothing.
Here, rule 1 is slightly different compared to the original description of Trickle. The authors of [17] propose to always use a listen-only period of half an interval, i.e., η = 1 2 , because of the so-called shortlisten problem, which is discussed in the same paper. When no listen-only period is used, i.e. nodes always pick t in [0, τ ], sometimes nodes will broadcast soon after the beginning of their interval, listening for only a short time, before anyone else has a chance to speak up. If we have a perfectly synchronized network this does not give a problem, because the first k transmissions will simply suppress all the other broadcasts during that interval. However, in an unsynchronized network, if a node has a short listening period, it might broadcast just before another node starts its interval and that node possibly also has a short listening period. This possibly leads to a lot of redundant messages and is referred to as the short-listen problem.
However, always having a listen-only period greatly affects propagation speed. When a listen-only period of τ /2 is used, newly updated nodes will always have to wait for a period of at least τ l /2, before attempting to propagate the received update. Consequently, in an m-hop network, the end-to-end delay is at least mτ l /2.
Hence, as is also argued in [19] , on the one hand long listen-only periods reduce the number of redundant transmissions, but on the other hand short listen-only periods increase propagation speed.
Rule 1 of the Trickle algorithm as we propose it, tries to get the best of both worlds. When nodes have just received an update and reset τ to τ l , they are allowed to be impatient and transmit after listening for only ητ time units. Probably, they are at the front of the propagation wave and have neighbors that
are not yet up to date. When τ > τ l , the wave front probably has passed, and nodes should first listen to what their neighbors have to say, before deciding whether to broadcast or not. Finally, note that by setting η = 1 2 we have the Trickle algorithm as it was originally defined.
Propagation model
In this section we develop and analyze a model describing how fast the Trickle algorithm can propagate updates in a network consisting of nodes placed on a line. This is a common network topology in many applications, for example in intelligent street lighting. Moreover, simulation experiments suggest that Trickle's qualitative behavior in this scenario is comparable with its performance in different topologies. We will analyze the asymptotic distributions of the hop count and end-to-end delay as the network grows large. We will concentrate on the commonly used setting k = 1, which permits a detailed mathematical analysis. However, we note that simulations suggest performance for other k is qualitatively the same as for k = 1 [6, 18] . Increasing k is generally used in order to deal with lossy transmissions. See also [13] for a simulation study on the effect of the redundancy constant k on propagation speed.
We first introduce the model and some notation. Assume we have n + 1 nodes arranged on a line and each node is separated by a distance of 1 from its neighbors. Furthermore, assume all the nodes are perfect receivers and transmitters, i.e. transmissions are instantaneous and there is no packet loss.
We label the nodes 0, 1, ..., n from left to right. Without loss of generality we assume τ l = 1. Updates will be injected into the network at node 0. Nodes have a fixed transmission range R, which means that when a node sends a message, only nodes within a distance R of the broadcaster will receive the message. Finally, assume initially that all the nodes have τ = τ h , and at time 0 an update is injected at node 0, which it starts to propagate. Let us denote the time node n gets updated by T (n) , which is called the end-to-end delay, and the number of transmissions needed to reach node n by H (n) , which is called the hop count.
Observe that because node 0 gets updated at time 0, this node will broadcast the update somewhere in the interval [η, 1], updating nodes 1 to R. The newly updated nodes will reset their intervals, synchronize and set τ = τ l = 1. Node 0 will double its interval length after its interval ends and will have a listen-only period of length τ l in its next interval. As a result, one of the newly updated nodes will be the next node to transmit. When node 1 is the first node to broadcast, it will only update node R + 1, which will be the next broadcaster. When node R is the next node to broadcast, it will update nodes R + 1 to 2R. After this step, nodes 1 to R will double their interval length and the next transmission will again be done by one of the newly updated nodes. Let us formalize this process.
Let U m be the number of nodes that are updated by the m'th broadcast and let U 0 = 1. Then we can write
Hence,
forms a Markov chain with states {1, ..., R} and transition matrix P = [p ij ], which allows us to analyze the hop count of a propagation event. Calculating its steady-state probability vector π we find
Moreover, the expected number of nodes that get updated by each hop in steady state is given by
The inter-transmission time between hops depends on the number of newly updated nodes U i . Let
T i be the time of the i'th transmission and θ i = T i − T i−1 be the time between the i − 1'th and i'th transmission and let T 0 = 0. We then know that the time θ i+1 is the minimum of U i Trickle timers.
, since the minimum of m uniform random variables follows a β(1, m)
distribution. More precisely
Hence the expected time between transitions in steady state is given by
The process (
is called a Markov renewal process, see [5] . We will now analyze this Markov renewal process to gain insight in the propagation speed of the Trickle algorithm.
First note that the hop count H (n) can be written as
Also note that H (n) is a stopping time with respect to the Markov chain
. Furthermore, we can write the end-to-end delay T (n) as follows:
We will analyze the behavior of the Markov renewal process for large n. For simplicity, we shall assume stationarity of the underlying Markov chain in some of the arguments and no longer assume U 0 = 1.
However, note that the asymptotic results for large n also hold for the case U 0 = 1, since we have a finite-state Markov chain, which converges geometrically fast to its steady-state distribution. Assuming stationarity of the Markov chain, we have by Wald's equation
Hence, since 1/R can be seen as a measure for the density of the network, we find that the hop count decreases linearly with the network density. Now using (7) and again applying Wald's equation, we conclude
Proposition 2 reveals the impact of a listen-only period on the end-to-end delay. If η > 0, the endto-end delay decreases linearly with the density of network, while for η = 0 it decreases quadratically.
Hence, in large networks the algorithm can benefit greatly from an appropriate choice for η.
In addition to a law of large numbers for the hop count and end-to-end delay, we now provide results concerning their limiting distribution. First of all, we provide results on the asymptotics of the variance of H (n) and T (n) . Theorem 1. Let H (n) be as defined by (6). Then
where
Proof. A result for first passage times of Markov renewal processes in [8] implies (see Theorem 3.4)
Therefore we need to show that γ
. To simplify the analysis we will assume stationarity of the Markov chain {U i } ∞ i=0 , but again note that the final result will also hold for the non-stationary case U 0 = 1. We show by induction that Cov
For j = 0 we find
, which is our induction basis. Now let
ij be the probability that starting from state i the Markov chain is in state j after k steps. Then we can write
Consequently, we find
Using this result it is easy to see that
finishing the proof.
Similarly, we have the following asymptotic result for the variance of T (n) .
Theorem 2. Let T (n) be as defined by (7) . Then
where γ U is as defined in (11), . Proof. A result for stopped functionals of Markov renewal processes implies (see [2] , Theorem 2)
Now, rewriting (13) we have
Here γ θ and ∆ are defined as
For simplicity of the analysis, assume again stationarity of the Markov chain
. An expression for γ 2 θ in terms of the matrix M and the fundamental matrix Z = (I − P + 1π) −1 is given in [11] , that is
Here,
Finally, analogous to the proof of Theorem 1, we can show that Cov[θ 1 ,
Now, since π i p ij = π j p ji for all i and j, the Markov chain U is reversible (see [12] , Theorem 1.2). This
Finally using results from [2] , we get the following results for the limiting distributions of H (n) and T (n) (see [2] , Theorem 1).
Theorem 3. Let H (n) and T (n) be as defined in (6) and (7) respectively. Then
and
where σ H is as defined in (10) and σ T as defined in (12).
Simulation results
We now look at some simulation results on the end-to-end delay in a network of n = 250 nodes with R = 4 for different values of η. For each value of η we run 10 5 simulations. In Figure 1 we compare the obtained histogram for the end-to-end delay with the asymptotic result from Theorem 3. We find that the end-to-end delay distribution is approximated well by the normal distribution. Furthermore, setting η = 0 as opposed to η = 1 2 more than halves the expected delay, while the variance does not seem to change significantly. Hence, setting η = 0 seems preferable to η = Finally, we investigate how the variance of the end-to-end delay depends on η and R. For this we plot σ
2
T as a function of η for R = 5, R = 10 and R = 30 in Figure 2 . We find that for R = 5 the variance is minimized for η ≈ 0.56. For R = 10, the minimum is achieved at η ≈ 0.26 and for R = 30 at η = 0. For small R, the variance of the hop count is small compared to the variance of inter-transmission times and hence it pays to increase η in order to decrease the variance of inter-transmission times. For large R, the hop count has high variability, while inter-transmission times have small variance, hence it pays to decrease η in order to decrease the impact of the hop count on the end-to-end delay variance.
Therefore, for dense networks (R large), setting η = 0 is always preferred to η > 0, since it minimizes both the expected value and variance of the propagation delay. For sparse networks (R small), one can reduce the variance by setting η > 0, however this greatly increases the expected delay, hence η = 0 is probably more desirable. 
Hop count and end-to-end delay distribution
We now focus on deriving the probability generating function of H (n) and the moment generating function of T (n) for finite n. These allow us to calculate the exact moments of the hop count and end-to-end delay for small finite n, which is not covered by the asymptotic results for large n in the previous section.
Let us denote by M X (s) the moment generating function of a continuous variable X and by
the probability generating function of a discrete random variable Y . Additionally, for a pair (X 1 , X 2 ) of discrete variables, write
and for a pair (X, Y ), with X a discrete and Y a continuous random variable, write
We first analyze the probability generating function of H (n) . between entering state i and entering state j for the first time. Denote by A(η ij ) the number of nodes updated during that time. 
Hop count
Remark. Note that the probability generating function for H (n) can be obtained by differentiating
Proof. In [20] results are provided which lead to explicit expressions for relevant Laplace transforms of general reward functions for Markov renewal and semi-Markov processes. The following proof closely follows the steps of their proof, but is slightly customized for the case at hand, simplifying the analysis.
First, we write
be the time of the k'th entry into state j of the Markov chain U , with η
Substituting and using the fact that
Since the consecutive entry times to a fixed state form a sequence of regeneration times, we obtain for k ≥ 1 and j = 1
and for j = 1 we get
Finally we obtain
Note that the functions G (A(ηi,j ),ηi,j ) [z 1 , z 2 ] can be derived by solving the following system of linear equations:
End-to-end delay
Similarly, we will now consider the moment generating function for the end-to-end delay T (n) . Let 
Remark. Note that the moment generating function for T (n) can be obtained by differentiating
Proof. Again, our proof closely resembles the proof given in [20] . Let U (t) = U m for t ∈ [T m , T m+1 ).
We write
For convenience we write
Note first that for k = 0 we have
For k ≥ 1 we can write,
which can be written as a convolution of a function φ(u, l) and a probability measure:
Using (4) one can deduce that M νj (s) is the moment generating function of a β(1, j) random variable, which can be expressed in terms of the incomplete gamma function Γ[s, x] as follows
Furthermore, analogous to Equation ( 
As illustrating examples, in Figure 3 we have plotted the density functions of H (20) and T (20) for R = 4 and both η = 0 and η = 1 2 obtained by inverting Equations (16) and (18) using Mathematica. Note that the hop count distribution is the same for both settings.
Hop count
End-to-end delay (η = 0) End-to-end delay (η = 
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a generalized version of the Trickle algorithm with a parameter η, which allows us to set the length of a listen-only period for newly updated nodes. We show that this parameter can greatly increase the speed at which the Trickle algorithm can disseminate data, while retaining scalability.
First, we provided an analysis of the hop count and end-to-end delay distribution for line networks consisting of n nodes. We derived formulas for the mean and variance of the hop count and end-toend delay as a function of R, n and η, giving insight into the performance of the Trickle algorithm.
Additionally, we showed that both distributions converge to a normal distribution as n goes to infinity.
Secondly, we demonstrated how to derive explicit expressions for the probability and moment generating functions of the hop count and end-to-end delay. As was shown, these functions can be used to determine the respective density functions for small network sizes explicitly.
From our analysis we can conclude that the generalized version of Trickle as presented in this paper with η = 0 allows for better performance, compared to the original description of Trickle. It greatly decreases end-to-end delay, while having only a small effect on its variability and the energy consumption in the network.
Finally, we note that our analysis is only a first step to a complete understanding of Trickle's propagation performance. For example, the impact of network topology and MAC-layer interactions on the performance remain as interesting topics.
